
Amendment No. AM_135_0929

H. B. No. 158

As Introduced

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 1323, delete "(A)"

In line 1331, delete "(1)" and insert "(A)"

Delete lines 1334 and 1335

In line 1336, delete "any outstanding" and insert "(B) Completes 

the"; delete "requirements for each"

Delete line 1337

In line 1338, delete "last issued or renewed, up to a maximum of 

twenty-four hours" and insert "requirement for renewal of a license 

established by the board in rules adopted under section 4709.051 of the 

Revised Code"

Delete lines 1339 through 1341

In line 3236, strike through "all" and insert "both"

In line 3242, strike through "that has been expired for more than 

two consecutive"

In line 3243, strike through "license renewal periods"; strike 
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through "eight hours of" and insert "the"

In line 3244, strike through "for each license renewal period that 

has elapsed since"

Strike through line 3245

In line 3246, strike through "twenty-four hours" and insert 

"requirement for renewal of a license established by the board in the 

rules adopted under section 4713.09 of the Revised Code"

Strike through line 3247

In line 3248, strike through "pertaining to"; delete "infection 

control"; strike through "and safety methods."

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Expired license restoration--continuing education

R.C. 4709.112 and 4713.63

Requires any individual seeking to restore an expired 

barber license, barber instructor license, or assistant barber 

instructor license to complete continuing education requirements

for renewal, instead of completing eight hours of continuing 

education only if the license had been expired for more than two

renewal periods as in the As Introduced version.

Expands the requirement to complete continuing education 

requirements to restore an expired practicing or advanced 

license issued under the Cosmetology Law to apply to any 
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practicing or advanced license holder and not just one whose 

license has been expired for more than two renewal periods.

Requires the practicing or advanced licensee to complete 

the continuing education requirements in place for that renewal 

period, and not eight hours as under current law.
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